Functional localization in the human cerebellum based on voxelwise statistical analysis: a study of 90 patients.
The aim of the present study was to examine somatotopy in the cerebellar cortex and a possible differential role of the cerebellar cortex and nuclei in functional outcome. Clinical findings and 3D MRI-based cerebellar lesions site were compared in a group of 90 patients with focal cerebellar lesion using International Cooperative Ataxia Rating Scale (ICARS) and voxel-based lesion-symptom mapping (VLSM). Separate analysis was performed in patients with acute and chronic ischemic lesions (n=43) and patients with acute and chronic surgical lesions (n=47). Thirty-eight patients were included after resection of a cerebellar tumor in childhood or adolescence. The most significant lesion symptom correlations were observed in the subgroup with acute ischemic lesions. Limb ataxia was significantly correlated with lesions of the interposed (NI) and part of the dentate nuclei (ND), ataxia of posture and gait with lesions of the fastigial nuclei (NF) including NI. Correlations with cortical lesions were less significant and present in the superior cerebellum only. Upper limb ataxia was correlated with lesions of vermal, paravermal and hemispheral lobules IV-V and VI, lower limb ataxia with lesions of vermal, paravermal and hemispheral lobules III and VI, dysarthria with lesions of paravermal and hemispheral lobules V and VI and ataxia of posture and gait with lesions of vermal and paravermal lobules II, III and IV. In the subgroups with chronic focal lesions, similar correlations were observed with lesions of the cerebellar nuclei, but significantly less correlations with lesions of the cerebellar cortex. Functional localization based on VLSM backs findings in previous animal and functional brain images studies in healthy human subjects. The lesion site appears to be critical for motor recovery. Lesions affecting the cerebellar nuclei are not fully compensated at any age and independent of the pathology in humans.